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Neil Perry graces the 
Nourish issue. Kitchens & 
bathrooms reign supreme, 
and the perfect home  
35 years in the making.
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TexT  Ella McDougall  |  PhoTograPhy  toM blachforD

Taking cues from its natural assets, this kitchen 

embellishes rather than dominates its surroundings. 

Etching of the 

Outdoors
great 
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previous  |  CharCoal standing seam Cladding, a traditionally external material, is reinterpreted as a graphiC interior feature, alluding to the building’s bold 
façade while illuminating the soft kitChen and living spaCes. above  |  light oak flooring and Cabinetry Create a direCt dialogue with the exterior woodland.

Large windows flood light into the kitchen  
from almost every angle.
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Great design is humble; it admits  
that it is just one part of a larger 
landscape, that it should not only  
be beautiful in its own right but  

also add value, wonder and elaboration on  
its locality. On a sloping plot in Ivanhoe 
East, Melbourne, Technē Architecture and 
Interior Design sought to create a house that 
actualizes the equilibrium of the external 
world into the interior.

Large windows flood light into the kitchen 
from almost every angle while the white 
washed ceiling and walls, and grey marble 
countertops, provide a muted palette and 
quiet tranquility. The clean tones direct your 
attention to the enveloping scenery as well as 
the light oak cabinetry and flooring to echo 
the outdoors.  
The cabinetry dissects behind the stove 
to create lightness while opening up and 
connecting the kitchen and dining spaces 
– ideal for the chef who prefers to stay in on 
all of the communal action, rather than slave 
away in isolation. This cut-away section 
accentuates the overhead rangehood, custom-
crafted from blackened steel, as a sculptural 
allusion to the charcoal façade of the building. 
Darker accents in the black painted contours 
of the stairway and the furnishings pierce 
an otherwise soft – almost silky – interior, 
providing a hardiness that mirrors the rough 
edge of the surrounding outdoors.

   
De Castro House

ARCHITECT  Technē Architecture +  
Interior Design

Technē ArchiTecTure + 
inTerior Design
(+613) 9600 0222
techne.com.au

FINISHES

Sandrift oak ultra matt timber floor boards 
from Fethers. Heifer gloss wall tiles and Isis 
polished bench top soon from Signorino. 
Earthsense ceiling paint and joinery factory 
finish in Quarter Wan White from Resene. 
Blackened steel patina finish rangehood 
from Barnes.

FIXED & FITTED

Oliver professional single bowl 
undercounter sink in stainless steel from 
Harvey Norman. Icon mixer in brushed 
chrome from Astra Walker. Hydro tap, mini 
boil elite in chrome from Zip. Stainless 
cabinet handles in powerder-coated white 
from Madinoz. AFA Cubeline sink in 
stainless steel and Teknobili OZT7 mixer  
in chrome from Reece.
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